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Red alert : an NYPD Red m
myystery

The flight attendant : a nov
novel
el

When a fundraiser involving New York's wealthy
elite is targeted by a fatal blast, detectives Zack
Jordan and Kylie MacDonald discover a link
between the bombing and the murder of a highprofile woman filmmaker.

A binge-drinking flight attendant wakes up in an
unfamiliar hotel room beside a dead body and
sneaks back to her work, telling a series of lies
that complicate her ability to figure out what
really happened. By the best-selling author of
Midwives.

by James Patterson

by Chris Bohjalian
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Let me lie

When an 18-year-old woman is found murdered
at the bottom of her family's pool, her older
sister, a guidance counselor, rules out the chief
suspects and teams up with the Prosecutor's
Office to uncover the truth, unaware that doing
so is putting her own life at risk.

Struggling to come to terms with her parents'
double suicide, new mother Anna commits
herself to uncovering what really happened only
to be confronted by a mysterious adversary who
would keep the past hidden. By the awardwinning author of I See You.

by Mary Higgins Clark

by Clare Mackintosh

The wife betw
between
een us

Plum tea crazy

A psychologically charged tale of suspense
follows the unexpected twists that shape a
divorce and second marriage that are anything
but what they seem

When a banker believed to have died
accidentally is discovered to have been hit by a
crossbow, Theodosia is challenged to identify
the killer among multiple suspects, including an
estranged wife, a disgruntled co-worker and a
real-estate partner.

by Greer Hendricks

The rising sea : a nov
novel
el from the
NUMA files

by Laura Childs
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engeance
by Fern Michaels

Investigating an alarming rise in the world's sea
levels, Kurt, Joe and the rest of the NUMA
scientific team uncover a diabolical plot to upset
the Pacific balance of power by triggering
natural disasters to displace billions of people.

Wrongly accused of murdering her husband and
children, an innocent woman endures 10 years in
prison before a technicality prompts a new trial
that she prepares for by retreating to a small
tropical island to gather information that she
hopes will lead to her exoneration.

The disappeared

Accidental heroes : a nov
novel
el

Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett tackles two
parallel cases involving the disappearance of a
prominent British executive and a group of
falconers who are being harassed by the feds, a
double assignment that catches the attentions of
a dangerous adversary.

A decorated former Air Force pilot, a pregnant
flight attendant and a dedicated TSA agent find
their fates colliding with those of other fellow
passengers who must fight for their lives during
a fateful flight from New York to San Francisco.

by Clive Cussler

by C. J Box

by Danielle Steel

